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Abstract

‘Tagged MRI’ techniques have been used during the past years

to predict which muscles are activated during the production

tongue movements. Using this technique, inferences are based

on the hypothesis that a significant strain of the anatomical re-

gion of a tongue muscle is evidence of voluntary muscle activa-

tion. In this paper, we propose to use a 3D finite-element biome-

chanical model of the oral cavity to study the relation between

the distribution of the strains observed in the tongue body and

the location of the tongue muscles activated either by the central

nervous system or through reflex loops. Results showed in most

cases a good correlation between the location of the tongue area

that underwent high strains and the location of the muscle ac-

tivated when studying single muscle activation. However, for

movements involving combined muscle activations, a limited

and even no correlation is measured. Hence, direct reading of

Tagged MRI images would not allow inferring major tongue

muscles activated in theses cases.

Index Terms: Tagged MRI, speech production, biomechanical

modelling

1. Introduction

Determining experimentally whether a tongue or mouth floor

muscle is activated during an orofacial gesture, and with which

level of activation, is not a trivial task. Indeed, a direct measure

of muscle electrical activity (electromyographic (EMG) data)

does not always allow inferring the patterns of muscle activa-

tions, since the fibres of different lingual muscles are often in-

tertwined and the number and distribution of motor units are not

well-known. In addition, EMG signals result from the super-

position of descending signals and afferent signals due to neu-

romuscular spindles or proprioceptive feedback. Hence, EMG

signals are insufficient to distinguish muscles that are actively

recruited from those that are activated through reflex loops.

EMG signals do not make it possible to understand how the cen-

tral nervous system controls the tongue. Therefore, researchers

have sought alternative methods to infer recruited muscles, in

particular Tagged MRI [1, 2] and Tagged cine-MRI images

[3, 4]. In these techniques, principal stretches in the tongue

body and their corresponding directions are determined by mea-

suring local tongue deformation. The directions computed are

then compared with the muscular fibre orientation in the lingual

tissues of the region of interest, in order to infer which muscles

are active. However, the validity of such an approach has not

been demonstrated yet.

To evaluate the relationship between the muscles recruited

and the strain levels resulting from muscle activation, a 3D

finite-element (FE) biomechanical model of the oral cavity was

used [5]. The design of the biomechanical model was driven

by the objective to anchor the underlying hypotheses in exper-

imental observations. Muscle anatomy has been carefully ac-

counted for by modelling 11 groups of muscles in the tongue

body and in the mouth floor with specific subsets of elements in

the FE structure. Mechanical characteristics of tongue tissues

are modelled with a hyperelastic material which stress/strain

constitutive law was adapted from indentation measurements

carried out on a fresh cadaver tongue [6, 7]. This law has been

proved to be in good agreement with recent in-vivo measure-

ments [8]. The soft tissues and bony structures surrounding the

tongue, such as the jaw, the palate, the pharyngeal and laryn-

geal walls as well as the hyoid bone, are also modelled. Muscle

activations are produced by applying forces acting directly on

the FE structure nodes, along edges representing muscular fi-

bres. These forces are controlled by an external generator based

on a functional model of muscle force generation mechanisms,

the λ version of equilibrium point hypothesis (EPH) [9]. Every

muscle is controlled using a single activation threshold (the so-

called λ parameter). For an isometric contraction, the activation

is zero when the threshold is greater than the muscle length, and

increases when the difference between the muscle length and

the threshold increases. The Lagrange equations of motion for

the mesh nodes are solved using the well-known Ansys R© finite

element package.

In Section 2, the correlation between strains computed fol-

lowing the activation of single muscles and the location of these

muscles is introduced. In Section 3, more complex movements

are studied, in particular those underlying the production of

vowel /i/. Conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Analysis of single tongue and mouth floor
muscle activation

The strain levels were first studied when activating separately

the different tongue and mouth floor muscles. In order to illus-

trate our findings, the results obtained for two muscles (Fig. 1),

the posterior part of the genioglossus (GGp) and the mylohy-

oid (MH), are presented below (results at the end of a 400 ms

simulation). The activation threshold (λ parameter of the EPH

model) for the only activated muscle is fixed at 75% of the mus-

cle length at rest, and twice higher than the muscle length at

rest for non-activated muscles (insuring zero muscular forces

for these muscles).

2.1. Single activation of posterior genioglossus muscle

The genioglossus muscle, the major tongue muscle, is inserted

on the superior mental spine and radiates in three groups of fi-

bres: anterior (GGa), to the apex, middle (GGm) to the deep
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(a) GGp muscle (b) MH muscle

Figure 1: Location of the GGp and MH muscle (coloured el-

ements) in the tongue mesh structure (transparent) [anterior

oblique view]. Squares and dots represent bony insertions.

dorsal mucosa, and posterior horizontal (GGp, Fig. 1(a)). We

consider the case where the posterior part only, whose fibres are

nearly horizontal, was activated.

The results given Fig. 2 show the first, second and third

principal von Mises strain (principal strains, calculated from the

strain tensors’ eigenvalues, are the values usually exploited for

tagged-MRI analysis) as well as the von Mises strain in the mid-

sagittal plane. The von Mises strain map (Fig. 2(d)) shows that

main deformations are observed in the area of the tongue corre-

sponding to the GGp location. However, non negligible strain

levels are also observed in the GGm area (middle part of the

tongue above the GGp) as well as in the inferior longitudinalis

(lower part of the tongue tip; IL, muscle lateral to the genioglos-

sus, running from the hyoid bone to the tongue tip) area. Similar

observations can be made for the first principal strain (Fig. 2(a)).

As for the second principal strain map (Fig. 2(b)), higher strains

are observed at the intersection of the GGp and the transversalis

(Trans, below the dorsum, and radiating from the apex to the

rear part of the tongue). High strain levels are also observed in

the midsagittal section of the MH. The third principal strain map

(Fig. 2(c)) shows a more homogenous repartition of the defor-

mation. In the case of the GGp, only the von Mises strain map

and the first principal strain seem to bring reliable information

to infer the activated muscle.

2.2. Single activation of mylohyoid muscle

The mylohyoid muscle (Fig. 1(b)) is the major muscle of the

mouth floor: it extends from the mandible laterally to the hy-

oid bone medially and supports the anterior floor of the mouth.

Its fibres run from the mandibular insertions to the midsagittal

plane.

The same results as for GGp are presented Fig. 3. The von

Mises strain (Fig. 3(d)) is relatively high in the MH area. How-

ever, similar strain levels are observed in the GGp area, of the

same order of magnitude as for the single GGp activation. The

first principal strain map (Fig. 3(a)) leads to similar observa-

tions. Concerning the second principal strain, values are high

in the MH area, and non negligible in the GGp area (similar

order of magnitude than previously). For the MH activation

alone, precautions need to be taken when analyzing the data:

though high level of strains are observed in the GGp area what-

ever kind of representation is used, this muscle was not actively

contracted during the simulation.

3. Analysis of combined activation of
tongue and mouth floor muscles

The muscular commands necessary to produce French oral

vowels were established based on numerous simulations. For

every simulation, the 3D vocal tract shape was extracted, the

area function computed and the corresponding vowel syn-

thetized [10]. Optimal vowels were selected on the basis of their

sagittal and coronal shapes, of their formants values and of ex-

perimental data about EMG activity patterns, cineradiographic

and MRI data.

The results presented in this section were obtained for

vowel /i/. The muscles activated and a rough estimation of the

associated force levels once the tongue was stabilized are indi-

cated Table 1. The estimated level of force was computed as

the algebraic sum of the forces applied by each individual fibre;

this level is then generally larger than the actual level of force,

since fibres are in general not parallel with each others. Only

the GGp, the styloglossus (Sty, muscle whose major bundles of

fibres run from the apical area to styloid process, backward and

upward), the geniohyoid (GH, flat quadrilateral muscle of the

mouth floor) and the MH were voluntarily activated. The GGa

and the transversalis were activated as the results of reflex loop

mechanisms.

Table 1: Final force levels (in Newtons, see text for details) ob-

served for tongue and mouth floor muscles for vowel /i/.

GGp GGa Sty Trans GH MH

23.07 1.21 12.86 0.62 3.53 13.23

The strain maps Fig. 4 reveal that inferring muscle activa-

tions from strain levels becomes very difficult as soon as com-

bined muscle activation are brought into play. No reliable in-

ference can be made from these different representations. High

levels of strain in the apical area shown on the four maps attest

the styloglossus activation. Since only a minor part of this mus-

cle is present in the midsagittal plane, its activation can not be

seen on any other part of the maps. The GGp activation can be

observed in the region of its insertion on the jaw on the first prin-

cipal strain map (Fig. 4(a)), and in its central part on the second

(Fig. 4(b)) and third (Fig. 4(c)) principal strain maps. However,

in spite of the fact GGp activation is very high as compared to

other muscle activations, the associated strains are not clearly

larger than in other parts of the tongue.

Von Mises strain maps in a coronal plane were also stud-

ied. They did show significant strain levels in the GGp area.

However, on these maps, no strain was observed in the region

of the transversalis, in spite of the fact that this muscle is ac-

tivated via reflex loops (Table 1). This is due to the fact that,

during the production of vowel /i/, the transversalis activation

limits the deformation of the tongue body in the transverse di-

rection to allow other muscles to be more efficient in the sagittal

plane. This is a major role, but since it is intended to prevent de-

formation, it cannot be detected by the Tagged MRI technique,

when looking for specific strain levels. Hence, inferring muscle

activations from strains is not always a good strategy.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the Tagged MRI technique can in some cases

be used to infer the most active muscle, in particular muscles

like the styloglossus, which fibres course and location can be

clearly distinguish from the other muscles. However, deep in

the tongue body, where numerous tongue fibres are intertwined,

the analysis becomes difficult. Due to strain propagation to soft

tissues in neighbour areas of the activated region and due to re-

flex muscle activation, Tagged MRI method does not seem to

be reliable to infer the central patterns of activation. Some good
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(a) first principal strain (b) second principal strain

(c) third principal strain (d) von Mises equivalent strain

Figure 2: Maps of the elastic strain (1st, 2ndand 3rdprincipal strains, and equivalent strain) for the activation of the GGp alone

[midsagittal cut].

(a) first principal strain (b) second principal strain

(c) third principal strain (d) von Mises equivalent strain

Figure 3: Maps of the elastic strain (1st, 2ndand 3rdprincipal strains, and equivalent strain) for the activation of the MH alone [mid-

sagittal cut].
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(a) first principal strain (b) second principal strain

(c) third principal strain (d) von Mises equivalent strain

Figure 4: Maps of the elastic strain (1st, 2ndand 3rdprincipal strains, and equivalent strain) for the production of vowel /i/ [midsagittal

cut].

knowledge of the independent activation of the different muscle

is necessary to interpret the maps. Furthermore, the representa-

tions that seem to bring the most interesting information were

firstly the von Mises total strain and, secondly, the first principal

strain. In addition, looking only at strain maps to detect mus-

cle activations does not offer a comprehensive view of the role

of the muscles, since some muscles can be used to keep parts

of the tongue constant and to counteract the secondary effect of

other muscle activations.
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